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LIE GROUPS THAT ARE CLOSED AT INFINITY

HARRY F. HOKE III

Abstract. A noncompact Riemannian manifold M is said to be closed at in-

finity if no bounded volume form which is also bounded away from zero can be

written as the exterior derivative of a bounded form on M . The isoperimetric

constant of M is defined by h(M) = inf{vol(3.S)/ vol^)} where 5 ranges

over compact domains with boundary in M . It is shown that a Lie group G

with left invariant metric is closed at infinity if and only if h(G) = 0 if and only

if G is amenable and unimodular. This result relates these geometric invari-

ants of G to the algebraic structure of G since the conditions amenable and

unimodular have algebraic characterizations for Lie groups. G is amenable if

and only if G is a compact extension of a solvable group and G is unimodular

if and only if Tr(ad X) - 0 for all X in the Lie algebra of G . An application
is the clarification of relationships between several conditions for the existence

of transversal invariant measures for a foliation of a compact manifold by the

orbits of a Lie group action.

Introduction

Let L be a complete Riemannian manifold.   L has isoperimetric constant

h(L) = 0 if there is a sequence of domains {8,} in L such that

limvol(aS,.)/vol(5() = 0,    [2].

L is closed at infinity if no bounded volume form which is bounded away from

zero can be written as the derivative of a bounded form [15]. This paper char-

acterizes these two invariants for Lie groups with a natural left invariant metric

in terms of well known analytic properties, amenability and unimodularity. The

conditions amenable and unimodular have algebraic characterizations for Lie

groups. G is amenable if and only if G is a compact extension of a solvable

group and G is unimodular if and only if Tr(ad X) = 0 for all X in the Lie

algebra of G. Thus we are relating geometric invariants of G to its algebraic

structure.

These asymptotic metric properties arise naturally in the study of the dynam-

ical properties of a foliation 7F of a compact manifold M, [I, 9, 14, 15]. A
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foliation may be thought of simply as a partition of M into immersed sub-

manifolds called leaves such that each point has a "flow box" neighborhood.

Certain leaves are known to give rise to holonomy invariant measures in the

sense of Plante [14]. Such measures may be thought of as elements of H (M)

where k is the codimension of 7?. Taking the dual point of view one would

say that certain leaves L gives rise to asymptotic homology classes of the same

dimension as L. The similar nature of these dual points of view is apparent in

the following theorem on the existence of invariant measures.

Theorem A [4, 15]. If there is a leaf LgT? such that either

(1) h(L) = 0 or

(2) L is closed at infinity

then there is a holonomy invariant measure for 7F with support in the closure of

L.

If 7? is given by orbits of the action of a connected Lie group G on the

compact, connected manifold M there are conditions on the group which guar-

antee the existence of an invariant measure. Let us first recall the structure of

such a foliation. Let tp: G x M —> M be a C (zc > 1) left action. For x G M

let tfx and Gx denote respectively the orbit of x and the isotropy subgroup of

x . If Gx is discrete for each x G M, the action is said to be locally free and in

this case the orbits determine the leaves of a foliation of M. @x is naturally

homeomorphic to G/Gx and the action of G on <fx corresponds to the ac-

tion of G on G/Gx by left multiplication. Furthermore the map tpx : G —> @x

defined by tpx(g) = tp(g ,x) is a covering map.

Theorem B [14]. Let tp be a locally free action of a connected Lie group G on

a compact manifold M. If G is amenable and unimodular then there is an

invariant measure for the orbit foliation of M.

The main result of this paper ties together the conditions in Theorems A and

B above. We show that if G is a connected Lie group with left invariant metric

then the conditions h(G) = 0, G is closed at infinity, and G is amenable and

unimodular are equivalent. The proof of this result is in §3. In §1 we review

some properties of Lie group structure which are used in the final section. In

§2 we give precise definitions and examples of the metric invariants discussed

above.

The author would like to express his appreciation to Joseph Plante who su-

pervised the dissertation from which this paper is taken. The author is also

grateful to Patrick Eberlein for suggesting Proposition 2.2 which put some repe-

titious calculations into the proper perspective and to the referee for suggesting

the more geometric approach that appears here.

1. Some background on Lie groups

In this section we review the structure of a Lie group and bring together from

various references [7,12,16] some results which will be useful in the last section.
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In the following G will be connected Lie group with Lie algebra 3?, For g G G

we will use L and R to denote the automorphisms of G given by left and

right multiplication by g.

When discussing Riemannian structure of Lie groups we will be referring to

a left invariant metric given by specifying an inner product (, ) on "T? « TeG.

Thus choosing a basis for 77? gives a global orthonormal basis for the tangent

space of G.

Recall that for any basis of & consisting of left invariant vector fields

{Xx, ... ,Xn}, there are constants c'rs such that [Xr, Xs] = £"=1 c'rsX,. More-

over, if {tox, ... ,ton) is the basis of left invariant one forms dual to {Xx, ... ,

Xn), their exterior derivatives are given by the Maurer-Cartan equations:

1    "     •
d0)i = - 2   £ ^r A W, = -   J2   C'rsœr A °V

r,s=\ r<s<n

Also recall a few facts about the adjoint representation of a Lie group G, de-

noted by Ad: G —► Aut(^) where Aut(^) is the group of automorphisms of S.

For g G G let aa: G —* C7 be the map a_(/z) = g/zg- , then Ad(g) = dalTG.
S S S     "

So Ad(g) acts on & since TeG k.77? . The derivative of this representation is

denoted by ad: 77 —► End(^) where End(^) is the group of endomorphisms of

S\ For all X and 7 in 9, ad(X)(Y) = [X,Y] and Ad(exp(X)) = exp(adX)

where exp: & -» C7 is the exponential map, see [16] for details.

Given an ordered basis {Xx, ... ,Xn) for 77?, the structure constants above

give the matrix representation of ad Xt., 1 < i < n. Using this it is an easy

computation with the Maurer-Cartan equations to show.

Lemma 1.1. Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra 77? and let {Xx, ... ,Xn}

be a basis for 77? with dual basis of forms {tox, ... ,ton) . Then for 1 < i < n

d(tox A ■•■ Ato,_x Atoi+x A ■■■ Aton) = (-1)"- Tr(adX7)tox A ■ ■ ■ A ton

where Tr(A) is the trace of A .

It is well known that a locally compact topological group G has a unique

measure (up to constant factor) which is invariant under the action of G on

itself by left multiplication. This measure is called Haar measure on G.

Definition. A locally compact topological group G is said to be unimodular if

its Haar measure is both left and right invariant.

If G is a Lie group of dimension n one can be more specific. Let {tox, ... ,

ton) be a basis of left invariant one forms for G and let volG be the left invari-

ant zz-form tox A ■ ■ ■ A ton . Denote by CC(G) the Banach space of continuous

functions on G with compact support with the supremum norm. Then volG

defines a continuous linear functional in the dual of CC(G) by / —► //volG .

This integral is left invariant and therefore corresponds to a left invariant mea-

sure by the Riesz representation theorem. Thus Haar measure on G is just the

measure corresponding to volG .
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Proposition 1.2. For a connected Lie group G of dimension n the following are

equivalent:

(i) G is unimodular.

(ii) |det(Ad(g))| = l for all gGG.
(iii) Tr(adX) = 0 for all X g& .

(iv) d(tox A ■ ■ ■ A to,_x A toi+x A • • • A con) = 0 for I < i < n.

Proof. Since volG is left invariant we have the formula

(Rg-l)* volc(*) = (Rg - 1 )*(L¡ volG)(e) = (Lg o Rg - 1 )* volc(e)

= det(Ad(g))volG(e)

which implies the equivalence of (i) and (ii). (ii) and (iii) are equivalent by

the well-known formula det(Ad(exp^)) = eTr^iXX and Lemma 1.1 gives the

equivalence of statements (iii) and (iv).   D

Since condition (iii) of Proposition 1.2 is satisfied for nilpotent groups we see

that all connected nilpotent groups are unimodular. From condition (ii) we see

that all compact groups are unimodular, in fact any group with Ad(C7) compact

must be unimodular.

Given a finite dimensional Lie algebra 9, one defines the Killing form

B: % x 9 -f R by B(X,Y) = Tr(ad* o ad 7). The Killing form is pre-

served by elements of Aut(^) and satisfies the formula B(adZ(X),Y) =

-B(X, adZ(y)) for all X, Y, and Z in 77?. 7? is said to be semisimple

if its Killing form is nondegenerate. A Lie group is semisimple if its Lie algebra

is semisimple. Note that since Ad(g) preserves the Killing form for all gGG,

Proposition 1.2 implies that every semisimple Lie group is unimodular.
Every semisimple Lie algebra 2? has a Cartan decomposition S? = 377 © £7°

where X is a subalgebra and £P is a vector subspace. The Cartan decompo-

sition is characterized by the properties: the Killing form is strictly negative

on 7%, strictly positive on 7?, and 317 and 77? satisfy the bracket relations

[377,7377] C 377, [377,37>] ç & and [&,&>] ç 317. In a semisimple Lie group
G the subgroup K c G corresponding to the subalgebra 317 in the Cartan de-

composition of the Lie algebra of G may be assumed to be a maximal compact

subgroup of G [7, p. 184].

Recall that the radical of a Lie algebra 7? is the largest solvable ideal of

77?. We will find the following structure theorem is of great use in proving the

applications in §3.

Theorem 1.3 (Levi) [12, p. 525]. Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra 77? and

let 77? be the radical of 7?, then there is a semisimple Lie subalgebra 77~ c &

such that 7? = 777 © y. Futhermore if S is the subgroup of G corresponding

to 77? then S is a connected, closed, solvable normal subgroup and the quotient

group G/S is a semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra isomorphic to 7T.

Let G be a Lie group and as above let S be the largest solvable subgroup of

G. We will say that the radical of G is cocompact if G/S is compact. From
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the point of view of analysis a locally compact group G is amenable if there

is a left invariant mean on L°°(G). The properties of amenable groups have

been well studied and in particular they have nice averaging properties (i.e. the

Folner Condition). The interested reader should see [5].

Theorem 1.5 [11]. Let G be a connected Lie group. G is amenable if and only

if the radical of G is cocompact.

Since the algebraic and analytic conditions are equivalent, to be concise we

will use the term amenable to describe those Lie groups that are compact exten-

sions of solvable groups.

We finish this section with a brief discussion of the structure of simply

connected solvable Lie groups. Let G and H be connected Lie groups and

let a: h —> ah be a homomorphism from H into the group of automor-

phisms of G. The semidirect product of G and H under a is the Lie

group G xq H which consists of all ordered pairs (g ,h) with the multipli-

cation (g ,h)(gx,hx) = (gah(gx),hhx). The following proposition describes

the decomposition of a simply connected group into a semidirect product.

Proposition 1.5 [12, p. 518]. Let T be a simply connected Lie group with Lie

algebra 7T. Let 7? be an ideal in 77~ and ^7 a Lie subalgebra of 7T such that

7T = 77? © %7. Let G and H be subgroups of T corresponding to 9 and TV.

For all g G G and h G H define ah(g) = hgh"x. The mapping (g,h) -» gh

is an isomorphism of the Lie groups GxaH and T. The groups G and H are

closed and simply connected and GH = T, G n H = {e} .

Proposition 1.6. Let G be a simply connected solvable Lie group of dimension

n. Since G is solvable the commutator subgroup N = [G,G] is a nilpotent

subgroup of G. Let J^ be the Lie algebra of N and 77? the Lie algebra of G.

There is a basis {Xx, ... ,Xk, Xk+X, ... ,Xn) for 7? which has the following
properties

(a) {Xx, ... ,Xk} is a basis for yT.

(b) Let Tzfj = span^,, ... ,X¡}, 1 < i < k. Then ^ is a subalgebra of J^

and Tfj is an ideal in ¿7j+x.

(c)For l<j<n-k,let &. = spanLY,, ... ,Xk ,Xk+x, ... ,Xk+j} . Then

777. is an ideal in 777.+x and moreover 77?. is an ideal in 7?.

(d) With the basis for 77? chosen as above the map tp : R" —► G defined by

tp(tx, ... ,tn) = exp(txXx) x • • • x exp(tnXn) is a diffeomorphism and the restric-

tion of tp to TU  x {0} is a diffeomorphism onto N.

From 1.6 we may conclude that a solvable simply connected Lie group G of

dimension n with commutator subgroup ./V is parametrized by R" and has a

structure described as follows. Let H0 = N, and H¡ = Nexp(txXk+x) x ••• x

exp(tjXk+j) for I < i < n - k; then each Hi is a closed normal subgroup of

H¡ , and also a closed normal subgroup of G. It follows from Proposition 1.5
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that H¡+x is isomorphic to Hi xT R where t: R —> Aut(ZZ;) is given by

r(t)(h) = exp(tXk+i)h[exp(tXk+i)fx

and multiplication is defined by (h, t)(hx ,tx) = (h • r(t)hx ,t + tx). Notice that

dx(t)\eH. = Ad[exp(tXk+x)] = exp(tadXk+x). In particular, if G is unimodular

the determinant of this derivative will be one implying that the volume of a

domain in H. is preserved by left translation by (e, t), see §3.

2. Asymptotic metric properties

Let F be a vector space of dimension n with an inner product (, ) and let ß

be the isomorphism from V onto its dual space V* given by ß(v)[w] = (w ,v).

MV) = Yï,"k=\ Afc^) w*^ denote the exterior algebra of V. The inner product

on V is extended to Ak(V) via the relation

(vxA---Avk,wxA---Awk) = ß(vx)A---Aß(vk)[wx A--Awk].

For a G Ak(V) we define the Euclidean norm of a to be \a\ = y/(a,a). A

choice of an orthonormal basis {ex, ... ,en) for V gives an orthonormal basis

for Ak(V) which consists of the set of ¿-fold exterior products of elements

of {ex, ... ,e }.  By duality we can extend the Euclidean norm to A*(V) =

£LiA,(0.
For the remainder of this section Mn will be a complete C°° Riemannian

manifold of dimension n . V will denote the Levi-Civita connection on M

and (, ) will be a corresponding inner product on T M, the tangent space

to M at p. Let {Xx, ... ,X } be an orthonormal frame field defined on an

open set in M and let {0X, ... ,6 } be the dual coframe field. Recall from the

structural equations that, [7]:

(1) %* = £*>,Ä)0,   ™hereto]k(X7) = (VxX],Xk),
r=\

(2) ddk = -Y,tojkA6r
7=1

A choice of metric (, ) on M allows us to define as above the Euclidean

norm | • | on A (M) = Ak(T M)*. Using this we may define a supremum

norm, on the smooth differential forms on M by ||<u|| = sup{|<y|J/z G M) .

Definition. A differential form to on a Riemannian manifold M is bounded if

its supremum norm is finite.

Definition (Sullivan [15]). A Riemannian manifold M of dimension n is said

to be closed at infinity if there is no nontrivial solution to the equation dn = to

where n is a bounded (n - l)-form and to = /volM where 0 < c < f(x) <

C < oo for all x G M and vol^ is the unit volume form (0, A • • • A Qn locally).
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Note that to is bounded if its coefficient function is bounded. This definition

also requires to to be bounded away from zero. The («-l)-form n is bounded

if and only if its coefficient functions are all bounded in some choice of basis.

Examples. 1. R" is closed at infinity for all n. For the case n = 1 we are

asking whether a function of one real variable which is bounded and bounded

away from zero can have a bounded antiderivative. The Fundamental Theorem

of Calculus tells us this is not possible. We can reduce the case n > 1 to

the previous case by averaging over the compact group of isometries fixing the

origin, that is, the orthogonal group. The compactness of 0(n) implies that if

we have a nontrivial solution dn = to as above, we can produce a nontrivial

0(n) invariant solution. This would give a bounded function of the radial

distance which is bounded away from zero and has bounded derivative. This is

not possible.

2. A slightly different example is the affine group of the line. This is the sim-

ply connected solvable two dimensional Lie group which is not R2. Referring

to the structure of such groups discussed after Proposition 1.6, we see that this

group is the semidirect product of the additive real numbers with itself via the

map x(y) = ey . So we are just considering the set of ordered pairs (x ,y) with

multiplication (x,y)(u,v) = (x + eyu,y + v). A basis of left invariant vector

fields for this parameterization is {ex = eyd/dx ,e2 = d/dy} and there is the

one bracket relation [ex ,e2] = -ex. Dual to this basis we have the 1-forms

{tox = e~y dx,to2 = dy} . Give the affine group of the line a Riemannian met-

ric by simply specifying that the vector fields {ex ,e2} be an orthonormal basis

at each point. With this metric the affine group is not closed at infinity since

<y, and tox A to2 are both bounded of norm one and dtox = tox Ato2. It is

interesting to note that the affine group of the line with this metric is isometric

to the hyperbolic plane so that space is not closed at infinity either.

The proof of Proposition 2.2, the main result in this section, depends on the

following technical lemma, the proof of which is deferred.

Lemma 2.1. Let n: Mn* —> N" be a Riemannian submersion. Let to be the

k-form on M that at each point x gives the unit volume form on Fx, the fiber

containing x. Let %7 denote the l-form dual to the mean curvature vector of

Fx . Then
k

dto = toA?f7' + J^-iy«; A hj

where v. is a vertical (k - l)-form and h   is a horizontal 2-form.

Proposition 2.2. Let it: Mn+ —> Nn be a Riemannian submersion with minimal

fibers (the fibers n~ (p) are minimal submanifolds of M). If N is open at

infinity then M is open at infinity.

Proof. Assuming Lemma 2.1, we prove the proposition. Let n be a bounded

form on N such that dn = fvolN where / is bounded and bounded away
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from zero and let to be as in Lemma 2.1. Let n* = n*(n) A to. Since n is

bounded so is n* and

dn* = d(n*(n)) Ato + n*(n) A dto

= /o n\olN Ato± n*(n) A dto.

It remains to show that the second term is zero. By the lemma

k

n*(n) A dto = n*(n) AwA/l ^(-l)-V(z/) A v, A A.

y=i

and both of these terms vanish. The first vanishes because %? = 0 by mini-

mality and the second because 7t*(n) A h. is horizontal of degree (n - I) + 2 =

n + 1 > n . Hence M is open at infinity.   □

Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let {Xx, ... ,Xk,Yx, ... ,Yn} be an adapted frame field

in an open set of M. That is, {Xx, ... ,Xk) is a vertical frame field and

{Yx, ... , Yn} is a horizontal frame field. Let {dx, ... ,6k,nx, ... ,nn} be the

dual coframe field. Then to = 6X A ■ ■ ■ A 6k and

k

dto = ^(-îy'O! A • • • A 0j_x A d9j A ej+x A ■■ ■ A 6k.
j=i

The structural equations [formula (2) of §2] tell us that

k n

ddj = -^o)rJAer-^coSJAris.
r=\ s=\

Substituting this expression into the formula for dto and using the facts

Zc n

to    =Y™   (*J0„ + y"<y ,(Yn)nn   and   a>    =0,
aj        /  '     ajK    p>   p       '   >     a]K   q' <q aa '

P=\ «=1

we obtain

dtO= f^(-l)J-XexA--AdJ_xAÍ-J2tOsj An] Adj+XA--Adk
j=\ \     s=\ J

k      n

= EE(-1)>ö.A---Aö.-iA%A^AÖ7+iA---A^
j=\ s=\

= 0JA\±J2tosj(Xj)ns)+Y:(-l)JvjAhj
\s=l J = \ J        7=1

where

Vj = ex A---A0j_x A6J+X A---ABk,
n

hJ=    ¿Z^Ml^ls-
s ,q=l
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Finally, for each s let X¡ = ^i=xtosj(X7)r\s and let MT = E"=,^-  Then

%7 is dual to the mean curvature vector field of the fibers since tosj(X7) =

Closely related to the notion of closed at infinity is the isoperimetric constant

of M" ,[1,2]. To deal with this invariant it is necessary to work with geometric

integration theory at some level. The work of Whitney [17] provides a level of

generality sufficient for the results in this paper and the reader is referred to

that very readable text for details.

As before, corresponding to a choice of a local orthonormal frame field

{0,, ... ,6n} in a neighborhood of each point of M we get a unit volume

form Q = 0j A • • • A 6n on M. For a measurable set A c M we will write

vol(/4) = fA fi. In general an zj-form to on M is of the form fO. where / is

a smooth function. If f(p) > 0 for all p G M then we will refer to to = /Q

as a volume form.

Let 5 be a compact, connected subset of Mn. We will be interested in

finding an (n - 1)-dimensional volume for the topological boundary of S, if

possible. If the boundary of S smooth submanifold of M" of dimension

n - 1 with metric restricted from M one may find a unit normal vector N

to the boundary at each boundary point. Then iNQ [interior product] defines

a volume form on the boundary which allows the calculation of the (n — 1)-

volume of sets contained in it. If the boundary is not a smooth submanifold

then there are obvious difficulties in defining its volume. For our purposes the

slightly more general standard domain [17] will suffice.

A point z0 contained in the topological boundary of S is called a regu-

lar boundary point if there exists a coordinate neighborhood U containing

z0 and a chart map tp: U —» R" such that tp(U n S) c {(xx, ... ,xn) G

R"|*„ < 0} and for any point z in the topological boundary of S we have

(p(z) g {(xx, ... ,xn) G R"|x„ = 0} . For a subset S c M let dS denote the set

of all regular boundary points of S and let d0S denote the set of all boundary

points of S which are not regular. Briefly, a standard domain S in Mn is

a compact set whose interior is an orientable open zi-submanifold of M. Its

topological boundary is the union of dS which is a collection of orientable

smooth n - 1 submanifolds and d0S which is a closed subset that is negligible

in integration. In the simplest cases d0S might be a finite collection of subman-

ifolds of dimension less than n - 1 or a subset of measure zero in an otherwise

smooth boundary or a combination of these. All examples in this paper are of

these types. The structure of dS allows the definition of a unit normal vector

at each point of dS and hence a volume form on dS. So it is easy to find the

volume of dS for a standard domain.

The nice property of standard domains is that Stokes' Theorem works [17].

That is, if 5 is an oriented standard domain in M and to is a smooth (n - 1)-

form on M then fdS to = fs0 dto where 5   is the interior of S.
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Definition. Let M be a noncompact Riemannian manifold of dimension n.

The isoperimetric constant h(M) is defined by

h(M) = inf{vol(d,S)/vol(S')|5' is a standard domain in M },

where we write vol(S) for vo^S0).

Examples. Let D(k) be the disk of radius K in R" . Then h(Rn) = 0 since

vol(9Z)(/c))/vol(Z)(zc)) goes to zero as k G Z+ increases. Gromov [6] shows

that the upper half space H" has h(H") > 0. It is easy to see that the open

disk of radius r in R" with restricted metric has isoperimetric constant larger

than 1 ¡r. We have the following easy relationship to closed at infinity which

shows for example that the affine group of the line has h > 0.

Proposition 2.3. If h(M) = 0 then M is closed at infinity.

Proof. Suppose that dn = to with n and to bounded. Let S be any standard

domain in M. Then for some c > 0,

cvol(S)< f to= f  n< [  ||»7|| = ||»7||vol(öS)
Jo" JdS JdS

so h(M) > 0.   D

As a further example we point out the relationship between the isoperimetric

constant and the growth of volume in a Riemannian manifold [10]. Let M be

a complete Riemannian manifold with volume form Q. The disk of radius r

about a point x g M is the set Dr(x) = {y G M\ d(x ,y) < r) .

Definition. The growth function on M at x is the function gx : R+ —► R+

defined by gx(r) = \ol(Dr(x)). M is said to have exponential growth if g(n) >

aexp(bn) for some positive real numbers a and b. Otherwise, G is said to

have subexponential growth. In particular, if g(n) < P(n) for a polynomial P

of degree d then G is said to have polynomial growth of degree d .

Note that the growth function of M depends on the point x but the type

of growth does not depend on x. The type of growth is dependent on the

Riemannian metric on M unless M is compact.

It is shown in [13] that if M is a Riemannian manifold such that the

exponential map at x G M is of class C1 then for almost all r, Dr(x)

is a standard domain and the derivative of the growth function is given by

gx(r) = vol(dDr(x)). This easily yields the following result.

Proposition 2.4. Let M be a Riemannian manifold with exponential map which

is C .If h(M) > 0 then M has exponential growth.

3. Applications to Lie groups

In this section we restrict our attention to the case of a Lie group G with

Lie algebra 7? of left invariant vector fields. In the following, as in §2, we

consider the Riemannian connection on G, or equivalently we give G a left
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invariant metric by putting an inner product (,)e on 7?. In this case we

are simply choosing a basis {X{, ... ,Xn} for 3? and specifying that it be an

orthonormal basis. Then the inner product (,) on TgG is given by (v ,w) =

(DL - l(v), DL - 1 (w))e. A basis of left invariant one forms {tox, ... ,ton)

dual to {Xx, ... ,Xn) is an orthonormal basis of one forms for G. The zc-

fold exterior products of this basis form a global orthonormal basis of bounded

A:-forms on G.

Lemma 3.1. Let G be a Lie group. If G is closed at infinity then G is unimod-

ular.

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1.1.     G

Lemma 3.2. Let G be a semisimple Lie group. G is closed at infinity if and

only if G is compact.

Proof. Since compact manifolds are closed at infinity we need only show that

G noncompact implies that G is open at infinity. Let K be the maximal

compact subgroup corresponding to the Cartan decomposition 2? = 377' ®7P.

We show first that the projection n: G —> G/K is a Riemannian submersion

with minimal fibers. Let {Xx, ... ,Xk,Yx, ... ,Yn) be a basis for S? such

that {Xx, ... ,Xk} is a basis for 377 and {Yx, ... , Yn} is a basis for 7? . Let

{6X, ... ,8k,nx, ... ,nn} be the corresponding dual basis of left invariant one

forms. Using the fact that the structural constants for G are related to the

connection one forms by the relation

cksj = ^jk(Xs)-tosk(Xj)

together with <y   = 0 we see that the form %* of Lemma 2.1 is given by

s=l    \j=l J i=l

The second equality is true because of the Lie bracket relation [7? ,7?] C.3Í.

Now we see that %7 = 0 either directly from the bracket relation [377, 3P] ç <?>

or from the fact that semisimple Lie groups are unimodular.

It remains to show that G/K, a symmetric space of noncompact type, is not

closed at infinity. To see this let x be a point at infinity of G/K and let / be

a Busemann function at x [3]. We let X = gradf and Í2 be the unit volume

form on G/K. Since X is a unit vector field the form n = ixii is bounded.

Moreover, dn = d(ixQ) = LXQ = (divX)Q = (A/)Q. Af is constant since A

is invariant under the action of G on G/K and the isotropy subgroup of x acts

transitively on G/K. Geometrically, f(p) represents the signed radial distance

from p to a fixed horosphere H = f~ (0) at x. So grad/ is a "radial" vector

field and Af(p) represents the mean curvature of the horosphere through x at

p.    D

Corollary 3.3. If a Lie group G is closed at infinity then G is amenable.
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Proof. Since solvable groups are amenable, assume that G is not solvable.

By Levi's theorem (1.3) the Lie algebra 7? of G may be written as S? =

777 ®77~ where 77? is solvable and 77~ is semisimple. As in Lemma 3.2 let

(6X, ... ,0k,nx, ... ,nn} be a basis of left invariant one forms for G, the first

k of which are dual to S" and the last zi of which are dual to 77~.

Let S be the closed normal subgroup corresponding to 77A, then G/S is a

semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra isomorphic to 77T. Let n: G —» G/S be

the projection map. As in 3.2 this projection has minimal fibers. Again we find

that 777 = J2"=\ Tr(ad Ys)ns. In this case the equality is true and %7 = 0 because

by 3.1 G closed at infinity implies that G (and hence S) is unimodular. Now

Lemma 3.2 shows that G closed at infinity implies G/S is compact. Thus G

is amenable.     D

We now turn to the isoperimetric constant, considering first the case of simply

connected solvable Lie group. Recall that from Propositions 1.5 and 1.6 we

know that such groups may be decomposed into a series of groups of the form

G = H xT R where H is a normal subgroup of G containing the commutator

subgroup of G. Let {Xx, ... ,Xn,T} be a basis for the Lie algebra of G such

that {Xx, ... ,Xn} is a basis for the Lie algebra a? of H. Recall that the map

t: R —► Aut(ZZ) is given by x(t)(h) = exp(tT)h exp(-tT) and multiplication is

defined by (h,t)(hx,tx) = (h-x(t)hx,t +tx).
We will assume that G has left invariant metric corresponding to orthonor-

mal basis {Xx, ... ,Xn,T) . Let {tox, ... ,ton,dT) be the basis of dual left

invariant one forms. As usual L and R will denote left and right multipli-

cation by gGG.

Let tpt denote the one parameter group of diffeomorphisms associated to the

left invariant vector field T on G. Then tpt(h ,s) = (h ,s + t) = R,e tAh ,s). In

a unimodular group we know that the volume is left and right invariant. For G

as described above this is also true for the «-volume of sets in H.

Lemma 3.4. Let G and H be as above. Let S be a standard domain in H. For

t G R let St = {(s,t) G G\s G S}. If G is unimodular then vol(5() = vol^)

for all t.

Proof. Let LT denote the Lie derivative with respect to T. Then

LT(tox A ■■ ■ AfflJ = iTd(tox A ••■ AtOn) + d(iTtox A--- Aton) = 0

by Lemma 1.1 (Again, this reflects the minimality of Ht in G for all t.).   a

Lemma 3.5. Let G be a simply connected solvable Lie group which is unimodu-

lar. Let H be a normal subgroup of codimension one in G and containing the

commutator subgroup. If h(H) = 0 then h(G) = 0.

Proof. Keep the notation from the discussion above. In particular let volG =

toxA--AtonA dT and vol^ = tox A ■ ■ ■ A ton. Let S be a standard domain in

H, let S[0 a] = {(s,t) G G\s G S and t G [0,a]} and let St be as in 3.4. The

content of Lemma 3.4 is that vol(5r) = vol(5a) and vol(5'[0 a]) = a \ol(S).
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Consider the map /: H x R -> H xT R given by /(/z ,t) = (h,t) = tpt(h,0).

Note that this is simply the identity map topologically but the spaces differ

algebraically and metrically. We wish to calculate the Yol(dS.0 a]) = 2vol(S') +

vol[f(dS x [0, a])]. With respect to the orthonormal bases in question, Df: ß?

x R —» TG is given by

°\

DR,
(

Df\» ')
\e,t)\(h ,tS)

V o  ••■o

0

U
so that \\Df\\ < \\DR{e>t)\(hfi)\\ + 1. Now if v G S? « T{efi)G then

\DR(e,t)(VAe,t) = \DL(e,-t)DR{e,t)(V)\(e,0) = I Ad[(e, - t)](v)\ = \e~tlld{T)(v)\.

Since R,e r) and L.h 0) commute for all h and í, and left translation is an isom-

etry we have \\DR^(hm\\ = \\DR(^t)\{efi)\\ = !k"'ad(r)ll < ¿**«™.   Thus

IIA/11 < <?"|ad(r)l1 + 1 < 2e"|ad(r)"  for / > 0.   Let Q be a volume form on

f(dSx[0,a]) then

vol[/(05x[0,<!])]= fa< i \\Df\\'>l[f(dSx[0,a])]= [ fn<[
JdSx[0,a] JdSx[0,a]

< \\Df\\"avol(dS) < a2"e'"l|ad(r)l1 vol(9S).

We now have a constant X so that vol(<9S[0 a]) < 2vol(5) + alnela vol(dS).

Let e > 0 and fix a > 0 large enough so that 2/a < e/2. Since H satisfies

the isoperimetric condition we may find a standard domain S in H so that

vol(ÖS)/vol(S) < e/2n+xeXa . Then vol(dS[0 fl])/vol(5[0 a]) < e and we see that

h(G) = 0.   a

Corollary 3.6. If G is a simply connected solvable Lie group then h(G) = 0 if

and only if G is unimodular.

Proof. h(G) = 0 implies that C7 is closed at infinity. From 3.1 we know in gen-

eral that closed at infinity implies unimodular. Conversely, since G is solvable

its commutator subgroup N is nilpotent and so has polynomial growth, Wolf

[18]. Proposition 2.4 shows that polynomial growth implies that h(N) = 0.

Propositions 1.5 and 1.6 show that G is built up by one dimensional unimod-

ular extension of the type in Lemma 3.5 starting with H0 = N. So by 3.5

h(G) = 0.   D

Lemma 3.7. Let G be a simply connected Lie group which is amenable and

unimodular then h(G) = 0.

Proof. Once again by Levi's Theorem we may conclude that G isomorphic to

a group of the form S xaT where a(t)(s) = tst~x, S is a solvable normal

subgroup of G and T is semisimple. By assumption the radical of G is

cocompact, so T is compact.
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As in Lemma 3.4, G unimodular implies that volume in S is preserved by

translation on the right by elements of the form (e,t). Let M be a standard

domain in 5 and MT = {(s,t) G G\s G M and t G T), then vol(AZr) =

vol(Af)vol(r).

Let ZC = sup(€7.{||Z)Z?(e ()||}. Then \ol(dMT) < Kvol(dM)\ol(T). So we

have vol(dMT)/vol(MT) < K vol(dM)/ vol(M). By 3.6 h(S) = 0 so h(G) = 0
also.     D

Finally, we state the main result which was referred to in the introduction.

Theorem 3.8. Let G be a simply connected Lie group. The following are equiv-

alent:

1. G is amenable and unimodular;

2. h(G) = 0;

3. G is closed at infinity.

Proof. This theorem simply combines the results of this section. Lemma 3.7

gives (1) implies (2), (2) implies (3) is Stokes' Theorem as in 2.3, and (3) implies

(1) is given by 3.1 and 3.3.
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